Generic oscillation patterns of the developing systems and their role in the origin and evolution of ontogeny.
The role of generic oscillation patterns in embryonic development on a macroscopic scale is discussed in terms of active shell model. These self-oscillations include periodic changes in both the mean shape of the shell surface and its spatial variance. They lead to origination of a universal oscillatory contour in the form of a non-linear dependence of the average rudiment's curvature upon the curvature variance. The alternation of high and low levels of the variance makes it possible to pursue the developmental dynamics irrespective to the spatiotemporal order of development and characters subject to selection and genetic control. Spatially homogeneous and heterogeneous states can alternate in both time and space being the parametric modifications of the same self-organization dynamics, which is a precondition of transforming of the oscillations into spatial differences between the parts of the embryo and then into successive stages of their formation. This process can be explained as a "retrograde developmental evolution", which means the late evolutionary appearance of the earlier developmental stages. The developing system progressively retreats from the initial self-organization threshold replacing the self-oscillatory dynamics by a linear succession of stages in which the earlier developmental stages appear in the evolution after the later ones. It follows that ontogeny is neither the cause, nor the effect of phylogeny: the phenotype development can be subject to directional change under the constancy of the phenotype itself and, vice versa, the developmental evolution can generate new phenotypes in the absence of the external environmental trends of their evolution.